The City of Beverly Hills and The Friends of Greystone
welcome you to the 8th annual Greystone Mansion Concours d’Elegance
helping fund vital ongoing restoration at the legendary Doheny Estate

SUNDAY, MAY 7, 2017
greystoneconcourses.org • friends@greystonemansion.org
AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE SALE

1933 ROLLS-ROYCE PHANTOM II CONTINENTAL THREE-POSITION DROPHEAD COUPE
Exceedingly Rare Open-Air Coachwork by Barker
Beautifully Presented in Garnet and Black over Tan Leather Interior

GOODING & COMPANY

AUCTIONS & PRIVATE BROKERAGE   INFO@GOODINGCO.COM   310.899.1860

NOW INVITING CONSIGNMENTS
Pebble Beach Auctions through June 1
Scottsdale Auctions through November 1
Amelia Island Auction through January 2
Lili Bosse, Mayor

Dear Guest:

On behalf of the Beverly Hills City Council, I welcome you to the 8th annual Greystone Mansion Concours d’Elegance, one of Southern California’s top-flight events and premier automotive show. We are proud to display an extraordinary collection of fine classic automobiles and motorcycles at the City’s enchanted 18-acre estate and gardens.

This year’s Concours honors the 100th anniversary of Lincoln Motorcars and the 70th anniversary of Ferrari, featuring special displays in each category. We know you will enjoy the 135 pre-1974 classic automobiles in 15 classes exhibited by notable car collectors, and 20 rare and unique motorcycles. In addition, we bring you new, state-of-the-art vehicles courtesy of our automotive sponsors.

The success of the Concours is attributed to the tireless efforts of the many people who work on the event year round, including the Steering Committee members who generously donate their time and expertise. Their efforts ensure that the Greystone Concours is an extraordinary community event, as well as an important show among automobile enthusiasts and aficionados. We are very proud that the Greystone Mansion Concours d’Elegance is endorsed by the “Federation Internationale des Vehicules Anciens (FIVA), the Historic Vehicle Association (HVA).

We also thank our sponsors, for without them, this event would not be possible. Our national and community-based sponsors have put the Greystone Concours on the map as a weekend destination event!

The Friends of Greystone (FOG) is a key partner with the City in the presentation of the Greystone Mansion and gardens. Monies raised today from the Concours d’Elegance will support FOG’s tireless restoration and preservation efforts. Thanks to the generous support and careful stewardship of dedicated FOG members, Doheny Greystone Estate has long been a Beverly Hills treasure.

Thank you for attending the 2017 Greystone Mansion Concours d’Elegance. I know you will enjoy your visit and I look forward to seeing you at next year’s Concours, which will be held on Sunday, May 6, 2018.

Lili Bosse
Mayor, City of Beverly Hills

This is the car they dream of.
May 7, 2017

Dear Friends of the Concours d’Elegance,

Whether you are reading this letter during the 8th Annual Concours d’Elegance, or possibly reading it during some quiet time after this event, close your eyes and try to imagine the Doheny Greystone Estate not even existing, yet rather having become another victim of that infamous wrecking ball. Fortunately, some caring and visionary people from our past recognized the historic value and magnificence of this property, stepped up and fought to save this architectural treasure, now forever protected from that infamous wrecking ball as well as listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The Greystone Foundation was formed by these visionaries and the Friends of Greystone continue in their place today.

Founded in 2001 and comprised solely of volunteers, the Friends of Greystone is a non-profit organization whose mission is to raise funds to restore, preserve and protect Doheny Greystone Estate, owned by the City of Beverly Hills and considered to be among California’s most luxurious residences south of Hearst Castle. Included in our goals is to provide educational programs to students, residents of Beverly Hills and the general public. All funds raised go exclusively to the benefit of Doheny Greystone Estate.

Restoring and preserving our past, especially something as magnificent as this Estate, continues here at the Doheny Greystone Estate because of the support of many caring and visionary people of today. Tremendous support has come from City of Beverly Hills elected officials, City of Beverly Hills staff, Friends of Greystone members, sponsors, private donors and grants. Many amazing restoration projects have been completed due to this support but many, many more still need to be done.

Please visit our website at www.greystonemansion.org and read about our accomplishments, about many of the restoration projects waiting to be done, and about the many different membership opportunities that are offered by the Friends of Greystone. On behalf of the Friends of Greystone Board of Directors thank you for being a part of the 8th Annual Greystone Mansion Concours d’Elegance.

Sincerely,

Susan Rosen, President
Friends of Greystone Board of Directors

Vicky Swartz, 1st Vice President & Treasurer
Friends of Greystone Board of Directors
VENI. VIDI. VICI.

We came. We saw. We conquered. Specifically, the world’s greatest racing circuits worldwide, with over 100 first place finishes since 1911. This legacy continues with the competitive spirit of the all-new Alfa Romeo Giulia lineup, including the Giulia, Giulia Ti and Giulia Quadrifoglio.
Raise your limits.

720S
Super Series

McLaren Beverly Hills
9022 Wilshire Blvd, Beverly Hills, CA 90210
(844) 247-4852

McLarenBeverlyHills.com
City National®
Proudly Supports
FRIENDS OF GREYSTONE

City National is the bank built on client referrals.
The City of Beverly Hills
and The Friends of Greystone
proudly salute this year's
Exhibitors at the 8th Annual
Greystone Mansion
Concours d’Elegance.

Many thanks to our Exhibitors for
sharing their classic automotive
treasures with a grateful audience.

The rare classic vehicles on the
following pages epitomize
the beauty, style and excitement
of automotive design at its best
through the years.
1954 FERRARI 500 MONDIAL
ASA Premier Classics, LLC

1964 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
James Ayres

1971 MERCEDES-BENZ 280 SE 3.5
Robert Ballas

1965 PONTIAC CATALINA
Ron Berglund

1957 MERCEDES-BENZ 190SL
Ralph & Kelly Blase

1964 JAGUAR E-TYPE
Dennis & Lisa Boses

1953 JAGUAR XK 120 MC
Vincent J. Apicella

1961 FACEL VEGA HK500
Janet & Raphael Bertolus

1949 BRISTOL 402
Stanley & Merle Bauer

1941 BUICK SUPER 8
David Beugen

1959 AMC METROPOLITAN
Mark Aldrich

1972 PANTERA
Eli Antaky

1941 BUICK suPeR 8
David Beugen

1964 JAGUAR e-TyPe
Dennis & Lisa Boses

1954 MERCEDES-BENZ GULLWING
R. Lee Brown

1967 ALFA ROMEO GTA/P 1600 CORSA
Brandon Adrian

1972 PANTERA
Eli Antaky

1954 MERCEDES-BENZ GULLWING
R. Lee Brown

1937 CADILLAC TOWN SEDAN
Bill Ahmanson
LIFE INSPIRED.

Enjoy a beautiful stroll amid world-renowned shopping, dining, hotels and one of a kind treasures – an experience that only Beverly Hills can offer.

We wrote the book on Luxury

LoveBeverlyHills.com
When you need to check out
we have the perfect place for you to check in

Between our elegant ambiance, highly personalized service and coveted address – mere steps from Rodeo Drive – Montage Beverly Hills helps you capture all of the allure of this legendary city. Enhancing your enjoyment is our signature Forbes Five Star Spa, rooftop pool with panoramic views of the Hollywood Hills and al fresco dining at Chef Geoffrey Zakarian’s debut Los Angeles restaurant, Georgie.

(310) 860-7800  MONTAGEHOTELS.COM

BEVERLY HILLS | DEER VALLEY | KAPALUA BAY | LAGUNA BEACH | PALMETTO BLUFF | LOS CABOS (Opening Late 2017)
THE CRAVENS ESTATE, Pasadena
CRAVENESTATE.COM

One of the most significant architectural treasures in Los Angeles.
$10,500,000 | J. Tong 310.868.8808, G. B. Seager 626.616.8146

GREENLEAF CANYON ESTATE, Topanga
701GREENLEAFCYN.COM

Impressive, sprawling property with stunning views set on 7.5+ acres.
$4,500,000 | Shelly Palmer 310.359.1606

SECLUDED TRADITIONAL, Beverly Hills PO
9085ALTOCEDRG.COM

Abundant with natural sunlight and views from almost every room.
$3,195,000 | J. Gidcins 310.666.6355, T. D. Clarke 310.880.7513

OCEAN VIEW RETREAT, Malibu
5813SEAWATCH.COM

Beautifully appointed condo in the highly coveted Zuma Bay Villas.
$2,350,000 | S. Cosentino 310.924.9382, T. Lynn Testin 310.940.5578
THE ART of LIVING

SOPHISTICATED VILLA, Malibu
31038BROADBEACH.COM
Recently completed and exquisitely appointed Broad Beach villa.
$22,000,000 | Marcus Beck 310.456.9405

Sotheby's INTERNATIONAL REALTY
Baldwin Hardware is a proud supporter of the Friends of Greystone 100 door project. #70YearsBold #BaldwinDoorCouture
THE FIRST-EVER LC 500 AND LC 500h

This is not merely an automobile. It’s an experience. Part arresting, part exhilarating, all breathtaking.
Introducing the aggressive LC 500. A high-performance coupe with near-perfect weight distribution, 471 horsepower and a throaty engine note to match. Also available with all-new Multistage Hybrid technology, the LC 500h redefines the entire concept of hybrid performance. Experience Lexus like you’ve never experienced it before. Experience Amazing. Arriving May 2017.
1915 Ford Model T Touring
Bill & Cindy Harris

1915 Ford Model T Touring
Bill & Cindy Harris

1936 Lincoln K
Thomas Hartman

1936 Lincoln K
Thomas Hartman

1940 Cadillac Series 62
Brian & Pamela Hermansader

1940 Cadillac Series 62
Brian & Pamela Hermansader

1955 Morgan 4 Passenger Drophead Coupe
Michael Hattem

1955 Morgan 4 Passenger Drophead Coupe
Michael Hattem

1962 Ferrari 275 GTB
Jo & Mike Heffernan

1962 Ferrari 275 GTB
Jo & Mike Heffernan

1962 Ferrari 250 GT SWB
Ron Hein

1962 Ferrari 250 GT SWB
Ron Hein

1965 Ferrari 500 Superfast
William Heinecke

1965 Ferrari 500 Superfast
William Heinecke

1965 Ferrari 500 Superfast
William Heinecke

1965 Ferrari 500 Superfast
William Heinecke

1940 Cadillac Series 62
Brian & Pamela Hermansader

1940 Cadillac Series 62
Brian & Pamela Hermansader

1959 Mercedes-Benz 190 SL
Gary Humecke

1959 Mercedes-Benz 190 SL
Gary Humecke

1960 Porsche 356 B Super 90 T5
Jayson Hymes

1960 Porsche 356 B Super 90 T5
Jayson Hymes

1962 Porsche 356B
Karen & Kenny Jacobs

1962 Porsche 356B
Karen & Kenny Jacobs

1950 Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith
Bernard B. Jarvis

1950 Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith
Bernard B. Jarvis

1957 Chevrolet BelAir
Jack Jones

1957 Chevrolet BelAir
Jack Jones

1951 Nash-Healey Spyder
John Karubian

1951 Nash-Healey Spyder
John Karubian

1967 Ghia 450 SS
Sally & Mike Kerns

1967 Ghia 450 SS
Sally & Mike Kerns

1925 Lincoln Dual Cowl Sports
Chris Kidd

1925 Lincoln Dual Cowl Sports
Chris Kidd
2017 EXHIBITORS

1928 MERCEDES-BENZ 630 K
Bob Knee & Jim Kimball

1970 MERCEDES-BENZ 280 SL
Nicolas Kublicki

1934 AUBURN 1250 V-12
Frederick (Fred) Lax

1965 ALFA ROMEO GIULIA VELOCE
Melvin Lebe

1964 PORSCHE 356 C
Mitchell Leib

1962 CHEVROLET CORVETTE
Mark Leiss

1964 DAIMLER MAJESTIC MAJOR
Tom Leonard

1970 LANCIA FULVIA 1.6HF
Edward Levin

1968 PORSCHE 912
Craig Lichtenstein

1929 LINCOLN AERO-PHAETON
Stan Lucas

1932 LINCOLN KB
Stan Lucas

1956 CHEVROLET BEL AIR
Richard Luna

1958 MG A
Thanh (Tony) Ly

1968 FERRARI 330 GTC
Malloy Foundation

1931 NASH 887
Gary Marchetti
1958 PORSCHE SPEEDSTER 356A  
Jeffery McFarland

1960 TRIUMPH TR3A  
Howie Margolies

1968 JAGUAR E TYPE  
Christian Marshall

1939 LINCOLN ZEPHYR  
Roger Morrison

1957 FERRARI 625/250 TRC  
Bruce Meyer

1962 MERCEDES-BENZ 300 SL  
Robert Mirvis

1960 TRiumPH TR3A  
Howie Margolies

1968 JAGUAR E TYPE  
Christian Marshall

1972 PORSCHE 911S  
Jay McDonald

1959 linCOLN zePHyR  
Roger Morrison

1919 ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER GHOST  
David S. Morrison, MD

1922 LINCOLN L  
Bob Mosier

1919 ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER GHOST  
David S. Morrison, MD

1956 FORD FAIRLANE  
Mike Novak-Smith

1969 LINCOLN MARK III  
Anthony Pacione

1953 MERCEDES-BENZ 220 B  
Henry Pakizegi

1955 JAGUAR XK140  
James Pandora

1962 CHEVROLET CORVETTE  
Buddy Pepp
Congratulations
to all the Participants of the
2017
Greystone Concours d’Elegance

Mansory Customization

- The only first-generation owner-operator still in operation for 43+ years.
- The only Aston Martin factory-certified Category A structural repair center in Los Angeles and Ventura Counties.
- The exclusive repair center for O’GARA COACH

Harry’s Auto Collision Center

I-Car Gold | ASE Certified | Carbon Fiber and Aluminum Certified | Factory Certified for Aston Martin, Bentley Motors, Mercedes-Benz, Tesla Motors, Honda and Acura, Ford, General Motors, Fiat Chrysler, Nissan Infiniti, and Hyundai.

Insurance Direct Repair Shop for:
Legendary.

Harry's Auto Collision Center
Since 1974

Lifetime Written Warranty — On-site Enterprise Rentals — Mention this ad for a Special Offer for Greystone Attendees

Harry's Auto Collision Center
1013 S. La Brea Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90019
(323) 933-4600
www.harryscollision.com
info@harryscollision.com

Harry's Auto Collision Group
3508 E. Thousand Oaks Boulevard
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
(805) 557-1970
info@harryscollisiongroup.com
You bought with your heart.
Insure with your head.

As a car enthusiast, you simply want the best. Make sure your insurance is as extraordinary as your car.

With no depreciation, no deductible, and no hassles, there’s no question... no one understands collector cars like Chubb.

Find out what makes Chubb Collector Car Insurance so extraordinary. Call us at 866-227-9648 or visit chubbcollectorcar.com.

To find out more, go to chubb.com.

Chubb. Insured.
2017 EXHIBITORS

1956 PORSCHE SPEEDSTER 356A
Tony Schwartz

1954 BUICK
Roland Scott

1960 ROLLS-ROYCE PHANTOM
Mike Seropian

1932 LINCOLN ROADSTER KB
Gary Severns

1968 PORSCHE 911S
Anthony Shaneen

1964 ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER CLOUD III
Michael Shannon

1964 PORSCHE 356 C
Bob Smith

1959 CADILLAC BIARRITZ
Dwight Smith

1961 MERCEDES-BENZ 300 D
Barry Sohnen

1956 MERCEDES-BENZ 190 SL
Richard Stanley

1957 CHEVROLET 150
Irwin Thaler

1962 PORSCHE 356
William Tripodi

1967 LOTUS SUPER 7
Andrew Tymkiw

1953 JAGUAR XK-120
Susan Van Abel

1971 MERCEDES-BENZ 280SE 3.5
Joaquin A. Vaquerano
2017 EXHIBITORS

1973 ALFA ROMEO GTV
Hector Vazquez

1953 CADILLAC 60 SPECIAL
Dave Ventresca

1957 LINCOLN PREMIER
Joseph Ventura

1963 CHEVROLET CORVETTE
Mike Vietro

1968 CHEVROLET CORVETTE
Mike Vietro

1973 PORSCHE 911S TARGA
Wicks Walker

1961 ASTON MARTIN DB4
Ian Wayne

1936 MERCEDES-BENZ 290 CABRIOLET A
Aaron & Valerie Weiss

1963 JAGUAR E-TYPE
Lee Wilson & Rory Murphy

1967 JAGUAR XKE-OTS
Russell Wolpert

1941 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Richard Zeiger

1956 LINCOLN MARK II
Richard Zeiger

1938 AMERICAN BANTAM MASTER ROADSTER
AUTOMOBILE DRIVING MUSEUM
Stanley Zimmerman
1921 HAGNAT DEBON
- Racer 350cc
- Serge Bueno

1927 MONET & GOYON
- MC 350cc
- Serge Bueno

1904 PEUGEOT
- Type D Racer
- Serge Bueno

1960 BMW
- R69 W/S 350
- Eugene Garcin

1934 COTTON
- 25 J
- Eugene Garcin

1974 HARLEY DAVIDSON
- Ironhead
- Adam Gaspic

1976 BMW
- R90s
- Gary Laughlin

1970 TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE
- Sonny Nutter

1974 CUSHMAN EAGLE
- Ashley Miller
Perfection in auto care since 1901.

1901 DURYEA FOUR-WHEELED PHAETON

The automobile featured on this page is proudly owned by Barry Meguiar and maintained with the highest quality Meguiar's products. Meguiar's Inc. was founded over a century ago in 1901 and has become the global leader in appearance care. Meguiar's is proud to offer the highest quality products and tools to serious car care enthusiasts.
Stretching from the Golden Gate Bridge to the peninsula of Palos Verdes, the Mattioli Automotive Group is the North America's premier Ferrari dealership group. Comprised of Ferrari Beverly Hills, Ferrari Maserati Silicon Valley, Ferrari South Bay, and the newly added Ferrari Westlake and Ferrari Los Angeles Service, the Mattioli Automotive Group is proud to offer the largest community of Ferrari enthusiasts in California our one-to-one boutique approach committed to delivering exceptional service and full satisfaction to every client.

In addition to this unique network of factory-authorized Ferrari dealers specializing in new and pre-owned sales, service, Classic Factory certification, collision repair and genuine parts, the Mattioli Automotive Group also includes the first Ferrari Factory Authorized Body Shop on the West Coast; as well as Championship racing team - Scuderia Corsa with Ferrari, which offers Ferrari clients a completely customizable program from track-day events to GT class worldwide racing that can be tailored made for participation in the most exciting and historic endurance races in the world.

Whether you are new to the Ferrari family or a devoted enthusiast, you will quickly find that the passion and dedication of our Ferrari dealers is second to none. We invite you to join us to experience the excitement and joy that is Ferrari.

Inquire about Ferrari Financial Services lease opportunities on both new and pre-owned Ferrari today.

To learn more about Mattioli Automotive Group or to schedule an appointment, please contact one of our Sales Associates and Service Managers. Inquire about Ferrari Financial Services lease opportunities on both new and pre-owned Ferrari today.
LECTURES & BOOK SIGNINGS

12 NOON IN THE MANSION LIVING ROOM

"THE LEGENDARY ESTATES OF BEVERLY HILLS"

LECTURE & BOOK SIGNING BY

JEFF HYLAND

In a career spanning over three decades, Jeff Hyland has founded two exclusive real estate firms of renown, and been the Founding Member of Christie’s International Real Estate. He has served as President of the Beverly Hills Board of Realtors, President of the L.A. County Boards of Real Estate, as well as State Director for the California Association of Realtors. Jeff’s most recent book is "The Legendary Estates of Beverly Hills" (Rizzoli), which details the history of Los Angeles’ Platinum Triangle (Beverly Hills, Holmby Hills and Bel-Air) and chronicles 50 of its most historically and architecturally significant estates.

HOSTED BY FRIENDS OF GREystone

1PM IN THE MANSION LIBRARY

"TRANSATLANTIC STYLE / STILE TRANSATLANTICO"

BOOK SIGNING BY

DONALD OSBORNE

Donald Osborne is the principal of Automotive Valuation Services, appraising and consulting on classic and exotic cars across the U.S. and Europe. A longtime contributing editor of Sports Car Market magazine, his writing on classic cars has also appeared in the New York Times, Hagerty’s, Road & Track, and many others. He has also served as a judge or announcer at a number of prestigious Concours events across the nation.

HOSTED BY

1:30PM IN THE MANSION LIVING ROOM

"TROUSDALE ESTATES: MIDCENTURY TO MODERN IN BEVERLY HILLS"

LECTURE & BOOK SIGNING BY

STEVEN PRICE


HOSTED BY FRIENDS OF GREystone
AN OLD SOUL WITH A NEW HEART

Cars have become commodities. Design has taken a back seat, and most cars look the same.

Not here. The Revero looks like something that will be exhibited at Greystone fifty years FROM NOW. Proportions from the gods. Long, low, and wide. Massive wheels. A hand-painted badge. Natural leather, without a lot of chemical treatment. Reclaimed wood, with a rough finish. A spiritual ancestor to the cars you see here today.

Except for what lies within. Powered by electricity, fuel and light. A solar roof that will power the car. A battery that lets you drive for 50 miles, switching to an engine that will power the battery for another 250 miles.

Designed, engineered, and assembled in Southern California. Influenced by the ocean, the mountains, the desert, the light.

Karma Automotive. For those who are comfortable being different, without needing to be.
DRIVING THE AGENDA FOR NATIONAL AUTOMOTIVE HERITAGE

The Historic Vehicle Association (HVA) and the U.S. Department of the Interior have collaborated to document America’s automotive treasures. The resulting documentation will be part of the HVA’s National Historic Vehicle Register and the Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) that is permanently archived in the Library of Congress. The 1954 Mercedes-Benz Type 300 SL (198 040 4500003) is the seventh vehicle recorded under the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Heritage Documentation.

Over the coming year, the HVA will focus its efforts on documenting additional vehicles and will continue to work with the U.S. Department of the Interior to refine guidelines and processes to support future public submissions. Check out our website www.historicvehicle.org for additional information and in the meantime "drivehistory."
Henry M. Leland, co-founder of Cadillac, left General Motors in August of 1917 to found the Lincoln Motor Company. His express purpose was to build the Packard-designed Liberty aircraft engine under license for the war effort. It was CM President William C. Durant's refusal to manufacture war material -- Durant was a pacifist -- that led to Leland's involvement in founding his second great American luxury automobile company: Lincoln.

An engineer, Leland anticipated building automobiles after the war and quickly prototyped what would become Lincoln's revolutionary Model L V8 based on advanced aircraft engine design.

The first Lincoln automobile was finally available to the public in 1920. Although it was a technical and engineering success, the post-WWI recession took its toll and the company soon required financial assistance. In 1922 Henry Ford, upon the advice of his son Edsel, purchased Lincoln Motor Company, thus establishing a luxury brand under the helm of Ford Motor Car Company.

Continuing the high level of engineering sophistication that Lincoln was known for, Edsel elevated the brand by sheathing the cars in stylish attire with semi-custom and custom bodies by coachbuilders such as Locke, Willoughby, Judkins and LeBaron.

The cars sold well in the Roaring '20s, and the new luxury brand found its niche. Lincolns continued to sell and the company's engineering continued to flourish in spite of the Depression of the 1930s. It was during this period that Lincoln's famous 12-cylinder engine was developed, the zenith expressed in the 1932 and 1933 Lincoln KB automobiles.

Lincoln downsized its V12 engines to better suit the market, and Edsel Ford developed an innovative, appealing design. The revolutionary Lincoln Zephyr was introduced in 1935 to aesthetic and commercial acclaim.

Edsel's next master stroke evolved as the Lincoln Continental for the model year 1940. This iconic automobile would continue postwar production until 1948 after the automobile manufacturing hiatus of WWII. After 1948 the company experienced a long transitional period, as Lincoln champion Edsel Ford had passed away.

In 1956 Lincoln returned with a powerful styling statement, the Continental Mark II. An expensive prestige model, its run was short-lived due to production costs. The company then turned to the manufacture of the more competitive Lincoln Continental of 1958-67, an iconic model closely associated with the Kennedy presidential administration. The next major redesign followed in 1968 with the Continental Mark III, with Marks IV and V following in subsequent years.

In the modern era Lincoln remains on the stylistic forefront. With production including the long-running town car line and the luxury sports utility vehicle, the Navigator, Lincoln’s legacy of luxury continues.
Greystone Mansion Concours d’Elegance honors the early innovators and all those who have brought Lincoln Motor Company to the present day with design innovations and engineering mastery.

This year’s Lincoln Centennial Class features iconic and significant automobiles illustrating milestones of the marque since its inception 100 years ago. Most are original and unrestored, a testimony to the high standard of the Lincoln marque which continues to this day.
Drawing inspiration from world-class European day spas, Burke Williams combines the finest traditions with nourishing innovations to transport you from the stress of everyday life. Escape to the ultimate in relaxation and renewal. We are a sanctuary, a place of wellness and beauty, inspiration and optimism.

BurkeWilliamsSpa.com - 1-866-Beyond-5

Santa Monica - Hollywood - Sherman Oaks - Woodland Hills - Pasadena - Terrance - Orange - Mission Viejo - San Francisco - San Jose
AWARDS STAGE PRESENTATIONS

1PM
CITY NATIONAL BANK PRESENTS
PASSION OF THE COLLECTOR

AN ONSTAGE DISCUSSION BETWEEN
DAVID GOODING
President of Gooding & Co.

and

PEYMAN SALEHI
Senior VP / Private Client Services
City National Bank, Beverly Hills

2:15PM
THE CHANGING COLLECTOR CAR MARKET AND WHERE TO BUY THE BEST CARS

MIKE BREWER
of the Wheeler Dealers

CONCOURS EMCEES

Donald Osborne is the principal of Automotive Valuation Services, appraising and consulting on classic and exotic cars across the U.S. and Europe. A longtime contributing editor of Sports Car Market magazine, his writing on classic cars has also appeared in the New York Times, Hagerty's, Road & Track, and many others. He has also served as a judge or announcer at a number of prestigious Concours events across the nation.

Dave Kunz is the automotive reporter at Channel 7 KABC-TV in L.A. as well as affiliates in the ABC network. Covering the automotive beat for the region’s ABC television station, Dave brings viewers the latest news on everything from practical family sedans to the most exotic sports cars. He also regularly emcees at many key California automotive events.
The City of Beverly Hills and The Friends of Greystone extend sincerest thanks to all Sponsors, Partners and Patrons of the 2017 Greystone Mansion Concours d’Elegance, helping fund vital ongoing restoration at the legendary Doheny Estate.
LAST YEAR’S CONCOURS AWARD WINNERS

AUTOMOBILES
Best of Show

Best of Show Concours d’Elegance
1934 Thomas Model 10
Ron & Sandy Harris

Best of Show Concours de Sport
1961 Alfa Romeo Sprint Zagato Coda Tronca
Ron Hein

AUTOMOBILES
Best of Class

Alfa Romeo
1955 Giulietta Sprint Speciale
Ian Wayne

Cadillac-LaSalle
1930 Cadillac V-16 Roadster
Fred Lax

Corvette
1962 Chevrolet Corvette
Jack Blanch

Ferrari
1967 Ferrari 275 GTB/4
Adrien Labl

Ford
1966 Ford Mustang GT
Spencer Woolcott

Grand Touring
1954 Chrysler Ghia GS Special
Robert Frankin

Jaguar
1955 Jaguar XK140 MC
Drop Head Coupe
Arthur Cook

Mercedes-Benz
1957 M-B 300 SL Roadster
Dannie & Craig McLaughlin

Morgan
1935 Morgan Super Sport
Edward Bergrino

Packard
1929 645 Dual Cowl Phaeton
Liam & Dan Graham

Porsche
1962 Porsche 356 America Roadster
Stan Gold

Post-War American
1953 Chrysler New Yorker
Randy Komes

Post-War British
1952 Allard J2X
Craig & Hanne Ekberg

Preservation
1957 Porsche 911S
Victor Priester

Pre-War American
1923 Duesenberg Model A Touring
Greg Vanley
LAST YEAR’S CONCOURS AWARD WINNERS

AUTOMOBILES
Best of Class
Cont.

Pre-War European
1935 Bugatti Type 57 Ventoux
Bruce Meyer

Shelby
1967 Shelby 427 Cobra
Tomy Drissi

Special Interest
1952 Fiat Abarth 750-GT Coupe
Alan & Wendy Hart

AUTOMOBILES
Special Awards

BRM Award
1941 Lincoln Continental
Richard Zeiger

"Corvette Mike" Choice Award
1963 Chevrolet Corvette
Jaime Gesundheit

FVA Award
1967 Alfa Romeo GT A/P 1600 Corsa
Brandon Adriani

HVA "This Car Matters" Award
1961 Ferrari 250 SWB Berlinetta
Mark Haddawy

Meguiar's Outstanding Paint
1960 Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz
Kip Cypress

Director's Choice
1951 Alfa Romeo 6C 2500 Convertible
Jan Gianopulos

FOG Outstanding Restoration
1956 Mercury Montclair
Art Cragnotti

Mayor's Choice
1931 Chrysler Imperial
CG Dual Cowl Phaeton
Aaron & Valerie Weiss

People's Choice
1962 Volkswagen Beetle
Jon Iverson

Spirit of Greystone
1932 Lincoln KB Roadster
Gary Severns

MOTORCYCLES
Best of Class

Vintage Motorcycles
1939 Brough Superior SS 80
Serge Bueno

Custom Motorcycles
1980 BMW R 100
Chris & Rebecca Canterbury

Best Preservation Motorcycles
1954 BMW R 51/3
Eugene Sardin
100% BLUE AGAVE
ASOMBROSO
Fine Tequilas

ATEQUILA.COM
LOS ANGELES CONFIDENTIAL IS A PROUD MEDIA PARTNER FOR THE GREYSTONE CONCOURS

GReeNGaLE PUBLISHING
ASPEN PEAK | AUSTIN WAY | BOSTON COMMON | CAPITOL FILE
GOTHAM | HAMPTONS | LOS ANGELES CONFIDENTIAL | MICHIGAN AVENUE
OCEAN DRIVE | PHILADELPHIA STYLE | VEGAS

LA-CONFIDENTIAL-MAGAZINE.COM

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING ADVERTISING & PROMOTIONS, CONTACT GROUP PUBLISHER ALISON MILLER AT 310.289.7300 OR E-MAIL ALISON.MILLER@GREENGALE.COM
Los Angeles Vehicle Storage

- Short and long term vehicle storage options
- Highly secure and alarmed storage facility
- 24 hour video surveillance
- Temperature controlled warehousing
- Vehicle cleaning and detailing services
- Customized maintenance programmes

Contact CARS directly to discuss your vehicle storage requirements and find out more about the many services that we offer.
Buy a chalice.
Help end the global water crisis.

1 Limited Edition Chalice = 5 Years Clean Water

BuyALadyADrink.com

Be Legacy
A Higher Standard

OF AUTOMOBILES AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

CONNECTING BUYERS AND SELLERS SINCE 2003
AMERICA'S
ORIGINAL CRAFT VODKA®

WINE ENTHUSIAST RATINGS
SCORE OUT OF 100 POINTS

TITO'S®
HANDMADE VODKA 95
USA PTS

Ketel One®
HOLLAND 89
Grey Goose®
FRANCE 84
Revelovce®
POLAND 84
Absolut®
SWEDEN 84

My American Handmade Vodka beats the giant “Imports” every day. That’s because we distill it six times, use old-fashioned pot stills we built ourselves, and taste test every batch to make sure you get only the best. Try American!

Tito's.
Handmade
VODKA

“America’s first craft sippin’ vodka”
Wall Street Journal

“Smooth, I mean really smooth!”
CNN

Certified Gluten-Free
Handcrafted to be savored responsibly.

TitosVodka.com
THE DOHENY GREYSTONE MANSION’S 100 DOOR KNOB PROJECT SUPPORTED BY BALDWIN HARDWARE COMPLETED NOVEMBER 2016

Historic Doheny Greystone Mansion Door Knobs

New Baldwin Hardware Door Knobs

If you have a 46,000 square foot mansion with 55 livable rooms, how many doors do you have? That was the question for the Friends of Greystone when Baldwin Hardware, headquartered in Orange County, offered to donate replacements for missing door knobs and door hardware throughout the Mansion in honor of their 70th Anniversary. Most of the original knobs had disappeared over the years Doheny Greystone Mansion stood unoccupied. Some doors had no hardware, while others had mismatched replacements added piecemeal.

The answer is that there are 164 doors at Greystone. Of these, Baldwin donated hardware and installation for 102 doors. The Friends of Greystone paid for additional repairs on 62 of the doors. The hardware chosen was close to the styles and finishes originally at Doheny Greystone Mansion as identified from historic photos and the few remaining originals in the house. All installation and repairs were completed by contractor Gerald Rose in record time. The results – all of Doheny Greystone Mansion’s 164 doors are now looking beautiful and are in working order.

November 11th, Thursday BALDWIN HOSTS THEIR 70 YEARS BOLD GALA

Baldwin, as the culmination of a year’s worth of anniversary activities across the country, gathered hundreds of influential architects and designers, customers and employees with a gala to celebrate their 70th Anniversary at the Doheny Greystone Mansion called, “Baldwin Door Couture”. Each couture look incorporated design cues from Baldwin knobs from the past seven decades uniting legacy and history with beauty and innovation.

The Friends of Greystone and the City of Beverly Hills are extremely grateful and appreciative of Baldwin Hardware’s donation which restored and recreated the Mansion’s historic door knobs, locks, and miscellaneous hardware. Baldwin is an invaluable partner in the restoration of the historic Doheny Greystone Estate’s “The 100 Door Project,” valued at $75,000.00.

Written by Gay Lyn Parrish, Friends of Greystone board member, who worked tirelessly on this project that resulted in this priceless outcome.
Beverly Coachcraft salutes the Exhibitors and Attendees of this year’s Concours d’Elegance at historic Greystone Estate in Beverly Hills
With Great Appreciation

The City of Beverly Hills and the Friends of Greystone would like to offer a special thanks to all of the staff, volunteers, and Friends of Greystone Board of Directors who make this event possible.

It is hard to believe that this is our 8th Concours d’Elegance and we couldn’t be more proud; and, that is reflected in increased attendance as well as the support of our exhibitors and sponsors.

To pull off an event like this it takes months and months of preparation; and we would like to thank the Steering Committee for their time and efforts, as well as the Automobile and Motorcycle Exhibitors who continue to provide exquisite classic and exotic cars and motorcycles for everyone to see.

We know how special Greystone is for those of us who are its caretakers, and for those of you who have had a chance to visit this historic place.

We do all this to generate financial support for the ongoing restoration of the Doheny Greystone Estate, a truly historic landmark of which the community can be proud.
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A NEW TIRE BUYING EXPERIENCE

HUNDREDS OF TIRES (INCLUDING VINTAGE) IN STOCK READY FOR IMMEDIATE INSTALLATION.

COME VISIT US

PIRELLI

310.203.3900 | Pzworldla.com
10349 Santa Monica Blvd.
LA, Ca 90025

Tires | Custom Wheels | Automotive Accessories

SAVE $100 on a full set of Pirelli Tires when you present this ad at P Zero World
LUXE
RODEO DRIVE
HOTEL

Experience casual luxury and genuine hospitality at Rodeo Drive's only boutique hotel, nestled in the heart of Beverly Hills, LA's most glamorous destination. *Now featuring the only curbside valet on Rodeo Drive*

www.luxehotels.com/rodeo Drive/

1-310-273-0300
Renowned for one-of-a-kind, handcrafted timepieces, BRM Chronographe’s bespoke ethos reflects a rare dedication to artisans and true artistry. Founder Bernard Richards combined his passion for racing and engineering expertise to build machines with industry-leading mechanics, and his eponymous label has stayed the course as the only French watchmaking manufacture.

Inspired by the luxury motorsport lifestyle, BRM is committed to track enthusiasts, as well as collectors seeking made-to-measure authenticity. The company’s fully customizable models are now synonymous with individuality, giving BRM a presence in more than 20 countries and garnering partnerships with tracks, series, teams, and drivers around the globe.

Access the online configurator at BRM-Manufacture.com to assemble personalized designs, and learn more about highlights from the 2017 collection including:

01 **The Bronze Collection R12-46**: **Movement**: Auto-chronograph; mvmt. Valjoux 7753, modified in house | **Case**: 46mm in bronze | **Crystal Sapphire**: Front/back | **Lugs, Crown & Screws**: Finest 18/8 stainless steel | **Hands**: Super-light | **Strap**: Tan leather

02 **The Martini Racing™ Collection V12-44-MR**: **Movement**: Auto-chronograph | **Case**: 44mm in stainless steel | **Crystal Sapphire**: Front/back | **Dial**: White or navy, custom-painted with livery striping | **Lugs, Crown & Screws**: Finest 18/8 stainless steel | **Logo Engraved on Crown** | **Hands**: Super-light, custom-painted | **Strap**: White or navy perforated leather, custom stitched in signature colors

03 **The V12-44-GT Anniversary Edition**: **Movement**: Auto-chronograph; mvmt. Valjoux 7753, modified in house | **Case**: 44mm | **Crystal Sapphire**: Front/back | **Skeletal Dial**: Black stainless steel with white lacquer | **Hands**: Super-light, painted in black and red | **Strap**: “Checkered Flag” woven leather
LONGSHOT

mobile espresso bar

At your service 24 hours a day 7 days a week.

We specialize in creating high end, pop up espresso bars for LA’s finest, most exclusive parties, award shows, film/tv sets, and business’ alike.

Ø Mobile Espresso Bars Ø Smoothie Bars Ø Drip Coffee Catering
Ø Cold Brew Float Bars Ø 3D logo stencils Ø Pastry Catering

Book your bar today: 323.495.3015

@longshotcoffee  www.longshotcoffee.com